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REHEARSAL  SCHEDULE

MON  13

3 :45  TO  7 :30

TUES  14

3 :45  TO  7 :30

THURS  16

3 :45  TO  7 :30

3 : 15

FRI  17

3 :45  TO  7 :30

SAT  18

BY  APPOINTMENT

SUN  19  

BY  APPOINTMENT

BLOCKING /CHOREOGRAPHY  REHEARSAL  

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   SPANISH  PANIC /DANCE  REVIEW  

CONFLICTS :  NONE  - -  ALL  AVAILABLE  

MUSIC /CHOREO  REHEARSAL !

CALLED :   ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   FINISH  ACT  ONE :  LOVE  SONG  

CONFLICTS :  NONE  - -  ALL  AVAILABLE  

REVIEW  REHEARSAL :  ACT  ONE    

CALLED :  ENTIRE  CAST  

ACTIVITIES :   REVIEW  OFF  BOOK  

BUSINESS :   FINAL  COLLECTION  OF  CAST  FEES !  

THEATRE  COUNCIL  MEETING  

CONFLICTS :  NONE  - -  ALL  AVAILABLE  

BLOCKING /MUSIC  REHEARSAL :  ACT  TWO  

CALLED :   BROS ,  ZSWISH ,  NDUR ,  IGIL ,  IJON ,  CSHO ,  MFAR  

LWALS ,  JCRIS ,  DMCEL ,  NHAW ,  MKOZ ,  LAND  

ACTIVITIES :   BLOCK  FEST ,  SINGING  

EXCUSED  CONFLICTS :  MSTARR                                         

   

COSTUME  FITTINGS  IN  THEATRE  

(SEE  SIGN -UP  SCHEDULE  ON  NEXT  PAGE )  

 COSTUME  FITTINGS  IN  THEATRE  

(SEE  SIGN -UP  SCHEDULE  ON  NEXT  PAGE )  

MARCH



12:00 

12:45 

1:30 

2:15 

3:00 

3:45 

4:30 

5:15 

SAT MAR 18

Costume Fittings Schedule

SUN MAR 19

MFAR, ZSWISH 

JCRIS, BROS 

JPES, MKOZ 

LWALS, NHAW 

JHERN, MFLAN 

IJON, ODEMU

LAND, BMcMU 

EMARS, GANI 

12:00 

12:45 

1:30 

2:15 

3:00 

3:45 

4:30 

5:15 

CSHO, DMcEL 

IGIL, MFON 

SDUM, MROB 

GCOL, DORT 

TWIL 

OCASA, JSWEE 

JBAU, CWISE, NDUR 

Cast members are expected to: 

          1.  Arrive on time to Hannon Theatre. 

          2. Be flexible: prepare to stay over an hour.  

          3. Bring their rehearsal shoes with them.  

          4. Bring a cheery, helpful attitude!



twists and turns

Have you ever arrived at school or work and 

honestly can't remember anything about 

the drive there?  On the rare occasion that I 

find myself in the parking lot with a 

bewildered look on my face, I worry that I 

am finally losing it.  One would think this 

would happen more and more as one gets 

older, but with the increasingly crowded 

freeways, I find it is happening less 

frequently.  It seems I remember the journey 

better the more problems there are to solve 

during the drive.   That doesn't mean I enjoy 

the commute more, it just means I am more 

aware of being in the moment.   

  

Rehearsing a play is very much like heading 

down to a familiar place but not knowing

what twists and turns await you along the 

way.  The difference is that the shows that 

have had the most challenges have not only 

been the most memorable but also the 

most enjoyable.  It's satisfying to have to 

overcome a few hurdles. The frustration of 

not knowing how to solve a problem and 

then figuring it out is where the learning 

happens.    

Every show is like reinventing the wheel. 

Each has staging conundrums never 

encountered before.  That's why I don't care 

to repeat shows.  After 23 years, it's getting 

harder and harder to find a show that meets 

 all of our criteria.  And a major criterion is 

that each production needs to be a learning 

experience for everyone.  It is important for 

students to see that the directors are having a 

hard time figuring stuff out.  It is important for 

them to see that doing a show requires real 

analysis and experimentation even for 

seasoned veterans. And the answer often lies 

in the collaboration that happens with 

students more than anything. The thrill of 

figuring stuff out together gives ownership of 

the project to everyone.  And that's fun.  

Even though I enjoy an effortless drive home 

late at night because there is no traffic, it isn't 

the journey that is enjoyable, it is the result 

which is nice.  A swift drive (unless you have a 

Porsche, I presume) in the moment is not 

particularly memorable.  Being in the 

moment requires problem-solving and 

collaboration.  The fun is in the journey.   

Just to be clear though, nobody wants to be 

involved in an accident on the road or some 

crash that happens when rehearsal discipline 

is neglected.  That's no fun at all.   

 Ad majorem dei gloriam, 

  

Walter D. Wolfe, Managing Artistic Director

Picturization :  The director and choreographer create stage pictures that help tell the story. They 

also create the traffic patterns between these pictures through "blocking."   The goal of 

picturization is to have every moment on stage enhancing the story through the visual 

relationship of characters to each other and to the space.  When one studies directing, they study

the cognitive associations common in our Western civilization and how to incorporate, 

manipulate, and exploit them so that the  audience perceives more than just the given 

circumstances of a story, but rather its meaningfulness to our lives.   

From the Director's Chair

Pretentious Theatre Term of the Week 



Here's a quick update on Rubén J. 

Carbajal '11.  His opening night in the 

National Touring Company of Hamilton is 

tomorrow night, March 10 at the 

Orpheum Theatre in San Francisco!  He's 

playing the dual roles of Laurens/Philip 

Hamilton!  Drew Kemp '10 is on his way up 

there this weekend to celebrate with him! 

Let's send Rubén all our best wishes and 

prayers  for what promises to be a thrilling 

experience for him -- and for Drew and 

the rest of the audience!  Details to follow! 

Last Reminder:  This coming Thursday is 

our deadline for the Cast Fee.  Please 

make checks payable to Loyola High 

School in the amount of $150.  When I 

have all the checks, I can then begin 

making arrangements for all that those 

funds allow, including tee shirts, company 

dinners, and photography.  Again, if 

anyone is worried about affording 

payment, please do not hesitate to come 

see me and discuss it.  

alumni news this production

thinking ahead

past, present, future

 Costume fittings have been scheduled for the coming weekend of March 18 & 19.   The results of the 

sign-ups have been posted here in this issue.   

Costume fittings are sessions with the costume designer in which measurements are taken, 

costumes are fitted, adjustments are made, etc.  The fittings are can vary in time blocks but are 

usually 20-30 minutes long.  Apart from these initial fittings, follow-up sessions may be held during 

rehearsals and then again on the weekends closer to tech week.  Time allotments are made on a 

first-come, first-reserved basis except in cases where the costume designer or cast member arranges 

with the Stage Manager before time to account for any conflicts or time constraints.  It is our goal is 

to have students with transportation needs get priority to attend with a cast member with whom 

he/she can car pool.  

If for any reason, there needs to be a change in the time for your fitting, you must contact Mr. Wolfe 

immediately so that he can inform the costume designer so that she is not waiting in vain.  

The musicals that leave us kind of staggering on our feet 

are the ones that really reach for a lot. 

uel727783.htmlLin-Manuel Miranda



If we don't try, 
we don't do. 

And if we don't 
do, why are we 
here?

James Stewart



news alumni 

get accustomed to his face!

This week we catch up with alums who formed two of the great HTC romantic pairings of all time - 

Eliza Doolittle and Henry Higgins in 2006's My Fair Lady, as well as Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus in 2004's 

The Skin of our Teeth.    In the past eleven years, these two have followed their theatrical passions to 

different cities and found themselves in successful careers that show it takes more than "a little bit of 

luck," but rather a whole lot of hard work to reach one's full potential.  

Nathan Wiley’s amazing turn as Henry Higgins was especially 

suited to a mega-talented, young man with dual US and UK 

citizenship. A few years after graduating from Fordham Theatre 

School, Nate was able to move to London and began performing 

in both film and theatre. Nate has had featured roles in the BBC's 

Going for Gold,  and in big screen favorites Jack Ryan Shadow 

Recruit, The Program, and The Commuter with Liam Neeson. In 

Red 2, he was murdered on screen by Sir Anthony Hopkins!  How 

cool is that? His impressive theatre credits in England include 

lead roles in American classics Who's Afraid of Virginia 

Woolf? (Nick) and The Glass Menagerie (Tom) for which he was 

nominated for best newcomer at the Manchester Theatre 

Awards. He then made his West End (London's Broadway) debut 

in the poignant Teddy Ferrara at the iconic Donmar Warehouse. 

Throughout all of this, he is the Narrator of Discovery ID’s Web of 

Lies series, now in its fourth season and currently airing!  "On the 

Street Where They Live," Nate and his beautiful wife Natasha, 

welcomed son Hudson a year ago this month.

wouldn't it be loverly?
Not long after the stunning Shannon Pritchard's  final bow as 

Eliza, she was off to NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts to study 

acting but ultimately found her calling for playwriting.  Her first 

full-length work The County Hell was produced at the re- 

nowned Manhattan Repertory Theater starring her own Henry 

Higgins, Nathan Wiley (see below).  She was accepted into the 

prestigious playwriting graduate program at Northwestern 

and began setting Chicago on fire with her innovative work. 

 She is a two time Eugene O’Neill Playwriting Conference Semi- 

Finalist and a Humanitas Drama nominee! Shannon’s works 

including Practice Babies, Traces, and Kin & Kind have been 

produced at famous theatres all over the Windy City including 

The Second City, Chicago Dramatists, A Red Orchid Theater, 

Next Theatre, The Jackalope Theater Company’s Frontier and 

the DePaul Theatre School.  Soon, she will need to "get to the 

church on time" as she is engaged to popular Chicago actor Ian 

Paul Custer.  Wouldn’t it be loverly if one day, HTC were 

honored to to produce one of her marvelous plays?  



behind the 

I am not, I repeat NOT, a numbers guy.  So, when I get into conversations about theatre budgets and 

production finances, it is not long before I am shaking a Tylenol bottle for sweet relief.    However, the 

basics of how our theatre runs, fortunately, are rather simple and are one of the main reasons why I feel 

blessed and privileged to work for an organization that understands the value of a theatre education.   

Recently, I was at a workshop with ten other theatre directors from other schools in the Los Angeles 

diocese.  A wide variety of populations, circumstances, and philosophies were represented.  We were 

given a range of topics to discuss and we bantered about show selections, theatre tricks, and common 

concerns.  And then the conversation turned to finances and budgets.  The levels of support given to 

each theatre department varied – widely - to say the least.  We were asked to go around the table and 

explain how our programs were funded and what the expectations were for fundraising.   After hearing a 

few of the other directors explain their predicaments, I’m afraid I stammered quite a bit, because I didn’t 

want to sound like I was bragging.  That conversation confirmed what I already knew – that I am the 

luckiest theatre teacher at the best darned high school in America.  I thought perhaps what I managed 

to put into words might interest you as well -- seeing as though it is cast fee collection week.      

Many of these theatre programs are required to be fully self-supporting – meaning that their income 

from ticket sales and fundraising each year is the amount of money they can put toward their 

productions and staffing.  Therefore, I was humbled to report that LHS puts no such strictures on HTC. 

We are provided with a generous budget and I am not expected to recoup those funds.  I would love to 

do so if I could. But to make the show accessible to all students and parents, the administration has let 

us provide a quality production while still charging a nominal admission fee.  If we had to reimburse the 

coffers, we would need to sell-out every performance of every show and charge upwards of $50 a seat.   

Conversely, some programs require their students to pay a cast fee in order to create a budget.  One 

pricey girl’s school nearby requires its students to pay an additional hefty tuition to be a part of its 

theatre “conservatory.”   If we we had this philosophy, every student would need to pay a sum nearly 20 

times the amount of our cast fee.  In fact, our cast fee does not augment the production funds at all; the 

money collected merely offsets the cost of the production non-essential items: tees, dinners, and photos. 

Running a theatre program and maintaining a theatre building are expensive undertakings.  Luckily, our 

administration and advancement teams understand how valuable an experience it can be.  Considering 

their largesse, we take our blessings seriously.  We feel a responsibility to not take our budgets for 

granted and work to conserve every dollar we have and use it wisely for student-centered purposes. 

Please join me in thanking our benefactors who go above and beyond by donating additional funds 

which keep our doors open and create a safe environment.  We are indeed blessed and beyond grateful.

scenes



HTC  SHOW
P R O D U C I N G  A N

WHERE  DOES  THE  SCHOOL  
SPONSORED  BUDGET  GO?

38%
Non-budget Income Sources

of  the  HTC  Program  is  underwritten  by  LHS !    

That 's  what  makes  HTC  different  and  blessed .     

We  divvy  up  our  production  budget  among  the  following  sub-divisions .  

Loyola  High  School  offers  each  

production  a  generous  budget  

which  is  distributed  thus :

Staff Stipends 
52%

Maintenance 
10%

Production Costs 
38%

Production Costs

       PUBLICITY      LIGHTING           DESIGN            SETS           COSTUMES      SOUND        ORCHESTRA      ROYALTIES

       6%        10%       6%       16%       12%     10%     24%       16%

       SNACKS            TICKETS           DONATIONS

       5%          85%          10% 

INCOME  TO  OUTGO  

RATIO

13%

Theatr e  Staff

52%      TECH/SOUND           SCENIC                 COSTUME           CONSTRUCTION         LIGHTING                 MUSIC           CHOREOGRAPHY      DIRECTION

Directors ,  Designers ,  and  Technicians

by the Numbers

Amount   of  budget  

recouped  from  income

87%



I enjoy making parents laugh.  But I am vowing to stop telling a joke that's a staple of my parent 

presentations.  It's my way of cushioning the blow their kid may soon be brainwashed into the cultish 

world of theatre people.    But lately it doesn't feel right when I say it - as it is not wholeheartedly true. 

 Therefore, you won't hear me say anymore "Heaven forbid, your kid wants to be a theatre major!"   

This new resolution grows out of one of my nerdy pastimes.  In the last few years, I've been obsessed 

with on-line articles written on the topic of "the benefits of a theatre education."    And what I've found 

in recent theses is nothing I haven't known already in my heart for forty years, even though I've 

dismissed it through humor.   Being a "drama kid" in high school and a becoming a theatre major in 

college were the best decisions of my life.  It prepared me for so much more than this theatre job.     

The upshot is that research overwhelmingly shows that the biggest common denominator of truly 

successful adults is a love for literature and the arts.  And encompassing both,  a theatre education 

instills life and workplace skills one cannot get anywhere else.  I recently heard the former head of 

the National Endowment for the Arts, Dana Gioia, speak on this topic and he stated that a 2012 report 

from the NEA unequivocally found kids who have arts-rich experiences like a theatre program do better 

academically than their peers in college and become more engaged in civil and charitable work once 

they graduate.   

It's because being a part of a production rewires your brain. It fosters creativity and imagination -- 

attributes for which more and more employers are looking to find 21st century employees.  It promotes 

discipline and commitment.  It reveals character and models empathy.  It teaches students that the 

search for beauty in this world is not a frivolous exercise but can be put into action to affect the lives of 

others.  It reinforces that success need not be the sole province of utilitarian pursuits.  I am honored to 

head a program which is a student's gateway to all these gifts,   

As we are sponsored by a Jesuit Institution, it is only right that the theatre program be an important 

player in the education of our students.  During the Renaissance it was Jesuit education which 

championed this intersection of brain and heart.  And their main tool to synthesize everything students 

were taught in the classroom was the theatre.  They believed it elevated their intellectual pursuits via 

their special brand of spirituality and then gave it back to the community.  So, it is our birthright and 

our responsibility as a Jesuit institution to be the best theatre program we can be.   

So, I'm not going to stop telling jokes altogether; I just need to come up with one that is more accurate. 

The funniest jokes have to have a ring of truth.  So, I guess the new one has got to convey how excited 

you should be to have your kid pursue theatre.  How about:  "If your student decides they want to 

further their theatre education after HTC, do not despair.  Celebrate!"   Wow. That is lacking a certain 

snappy ring, right?  Any ideas?  I embrace collaboration.  After all, I was a theatre major.

intersectionsintersections
Heaven forbid...



LOYOLA  HIGH  SCHOOL   |  LOS  ANGELES

www .hannontheat re .com

challenging.

collaborating.

supporting.

revealing.
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